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ABSTRACT

.t

This paper rviews what'is known about the impact on'.
student, achievement after sch,pols are dese regated, The

N primary purpose of this review is to Identify ,the
childrOnothat may be in need of special hellp during the

.. 1
transiyion to the' desegregated environOnt-, and, to
determliiie the type of help needed to enhance their
achievement. Tkis paper also rejects the use of
achi6vement testsc-6ies as ag, argument for or against

4 desegregation. . Regardless V what the test scores say,
legal and historical imperatives'require-an end' to past
_wrongs.

The author alSo-notes that detegregation studies are
often flawed. 'Methodological weakness abound. Most
importantly,'Very f'ew of fpese studies'examino
classrooms. Most examine schools, and all too often, an
integrated school' provides racially Segiregated'
classrooms. Given "ala,these caveats, the evidence
appears to indicate a positivekeffect on student
achievement, especially where integration takes place at
the classroom ,level;. rigid tracking is avoided; children
gain access to' integrated!schOoling,at a very young age;
and the-program endures over 'time. These findings
,suplort the legal and hiStoriCial arguipents for
contknuation of efforts.to.racially integrate schools.
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STUDENT ACJ-IIEVEKENT fIN AN .IiITEGRATE.D SETWiNG.

by Patricia M.: Lines/*\_

September, 1983

INTRODU&PI6W

I.

For years, "many educators urged school 'desegregation,
t' basing their'arguments on a belief that this would

enhance the education of minority children. They
forwa.rded a variety'of theories to explain why raciall
balanced schoolS should aid or retard achievemdht% Most
focused on school resources, arguing that 'predominantly,
white schools are better endOwed, and that equal so.

educational opportunity for minorities Mould require
equal access to these superior resources not only ,

physical resources, but such things as pupil-teacher
ratios, more experienced teachers andsdiversified °

faciliti-es, and the presence of adv.intaged) ohifdren who .

"teach" their less advantaged peers. Other .theoreticaLl
explanations are also plausible? If minority p3.1pils,
feel stigmatized 'by an al)..-minority for,, example,.
removal 'of the stigma/-VF;)uld boost their educational,
attainment without' having an adverse effect .on majoriity
students. If combining two or more cultures frt. a-:single,
school produced sa lively and ex ng atmosphere.
unattainable among masses of homogeneous children,
everyobe might gain.

For just as many years, other social scientists have
believed that the research shbwed a decline, or no; 4

impact, in student achievement following desegregation.
This group argued that minority children, who ace often

,educationally disadvantaged, could 'ncft compete tlith
majority children without special compensatory programs.
They sometimes- argued that without education gains, .

there was no justification for the high cost of busing.
The money would be better sent In other ways. Or,they
argued that desegregation in ;the fce of'a hostile
community attitude toward the program'could.damage the
self-esteeinr of black ,children more' than attendanCe at an
all-black slchool. They urged quality education
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tiatticsides- of ,this argument: missed the point ;; at least,
-,this. Akebate.. .Cauits have ordered

aesegteltation:remedies to sottedt:past wrong's; not to
adhk2ve a (0ange, in -test-.scores. While .there_was. some

'..di-8eb4sion' km BrOwm.v. Board 'of td110,4tidn/1\- on
improvement Of,,Sell-pateeivand equity 'in resouFce
dncLudihg resbutces availabl,e from' peers .in'a sch6O1.!,
'this 1,

was not. central "tx) the case. Brown i based on
.legal and' hist4r.fcal, wrongs, and °a ,need to' correct the, .

'Thus, adverse eduCationoulcomes, if thdy exist, -ad n t

fall-ure -tO desegregate where desegreqati
legally reguixed; they must be dealtwith. in the
integrated. setting 2/2\;

"14

'No1.1,' even David Armot, the most Outspoken social : 4,

scientist criticizing bu'sing ,prOgrams, admits that/Pmore
'at-stake 'in desegregation ,policy than the,.academic-

progress-'of students."/3\- Armor:continges to _maintain,
however, that a,-

It is one matter to agtee ithat School
':'%:Uesegregation is a highly liesirable podficy and
,quite another to make it compulsd,ry.regardLess
of' otter considerati9.ms. The, moral
imperatives perfilittilig coercion in social
policy make it "unlikely, in my opinion, that
our courts would have abandoned the
traditional, neighborhood school policy in
favor of mandatory busing wfthout the 'belief
that they were actually benefitting the

;

education of black students./4\

Armour .really hasn't examined judiCial opinion op the
point. The .court have always been concerned with the
-histori6,61, coercion 'of Blacks, 'who were segregated
regardless of other considetatioAs.' And where more
. coersPon is7Fleeded to put the matter straight, the
courts have' not 'hesitated to employ t. Even in .Brown ,
wh4te the' issue of black .student achievement is.
"d'isCussed it is done so as part of the Court' s
rhetoric:

Segregation of white and colOred children
in public ,Scho,ols -has a detrimental effect
upon the 6Olored children. The impact is
grease when it has the sanction of `law;,' or
the pdticy of separating the races is usually
interpreed as denoting the; inferiority of the.,

,
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Negro group. A sense of inferiority affects
the motivation of a child to learn.
Segregation with the 'sanction of law,
therefore, has a tendency to [retard] the
educational and mental development of Negro
children and to deprive them of some of the
benefits,they would receive in a Tacial[ly]
intdgrated school'system./6\

-The Court also noted that "To separate [minority
.'children] . froT others of similar age and
qualifications because of race generatesa feeling of

,,,iinferiority,as to their status in thercommunity that may
affect their hearts and minds° in a way unlikely ever to
be undone.P/7\

The Court also cited some social science research, but
this material was mostly general and theoretical./8\
The Court maiLhave been thinking about measures of
equality, but the primary significance of Brown was to
reject the "separate but equal" doctrine of Plep v.
Ferguson./9\- The language relating to vaguely defined'ined'
educations benefits for children was not the essence of
the da;\. Even. if assumptions about educations benefit
cannot' be scientifically established, it is not an
invitation to allow segregation to continue. The Court.
in Brown relied upon the inherent 'inequality resulting
.from a.situation where people have no choice Ak the
mater, and are segregated- upon the assumption that they
are inferior'.

',while the Supreme Court has decided many,desegregation
cases since, it has wisely avoided discussing measures
of academic performance in support of these decisions.
In a' case decided immediately after Brown, invalidating
Segregated schools in Washington, on the basis of
the due process clause rather than thp'equal proteck'ion
clause (whibh applies only to states) , tthe Court made no
reference to any educationl.effers:

1 Segregation in public education is not
reasonably related to any proper goVernmentalo
.objective, and thus it impoSes on Negro
children of the District of Columbia a burden
that constitutes an arbitrary deprivation of
their liberty in violation'of the Due Process
Clause./9\

Moreover, when.detcrmining whether a constitutional
violation has occurred, the Court has continued
steadfastly to require proof of intentional acts to

NJ segregate children. Were inequality a mater of
education outcote, this would not be requdred. But

Lines, p. 3
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regardless,df outcome, good or bad, the Court wild not
require a district to desegregate merely because of
racial imbalance, so long/as that imbalance is due to
factors beyond the contnel of school officials./10\

For the most part, lower courts have not had to deal
with the social scientist's inquiries into the effects
on academic achievement when deciding school segregation
cases, as most lawyers have the good sense not to
introduce it into evidence. Where social science
research has been introduced as a basis for deciding a
cases, it has been rejected.

, .

For example the early Coleman analysis of the Equal
Education 0 ortunity Survey (E.EOS) /11\ suggested that
children fr m lower-income families benefit

)n
educationally from exposure in school o substantial
-numbers of children of upper socioecono is status.
Because whites are generally richer than Blacks, lawyers
attempted to peeduade the lower federal courts to
maintain a majority of white pupils in some of the
schools in order to establish a .middle class%milieu

.

there. They even brought in Dr. Thomas Pettigrew of
Harvard University as an expert wi:tness in support of
the desirability of this result. TWb court had
difficulty with the majority white requirement, however,
'because it left many other schools virtually all-black.
Here was a clear case of conflict between advice based
on social science evicpnce and classic legal
requirements for correction of intentional segregation.
Thus, the Court 'ejected the social science evidence as
relevant to the case./12\

This question reappeared in Brunson v. Board of
Trustees,"/13\ where the district was less than ten
percent white. The school board sought to concentrate
the white pupils in a- predominantly white sc ,hool, again
citing the, Pettigrew thesis, andearguing the lack of
education advantage in having schools which were more
than 35 to 40 peicerit black. In other words, most of
the black children i the district should attend all
black schools, so that a few of the black children could
benefit from the presensd of a majority white school.
The court againarejected this kind of reasoning. ,

In a separ'ate opinion,. Judge Sobeloff discussed this
issue directly, pointing out that: "Brown articulated
the truth that PlesSy, chose to disregard: that
legation of blacks to separate facilities represents a

de laration by the'state that they are inferior and not
to be associated with. " /14\ Sobelbff then directly
attacked he scientific arguments, as adequate to.deci0e
-a case t t raised historical an moral issues.

OP*
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Specifically., he rejected the notion that a school
required' a majority of whites:

4

This idea- . . . Is no more than a
resurrection of the axiom f black ineriority
as justification for separation of the races,
and no less than a return to the spirit of
Dred Scott. The inventors and proponents of
this theory grossly misapprehend the
philosophical basis for desegregation. . . .
Certainly it is hoped that under integration
members of each race will benefit from
unfettered contact with their peers. But
school segregation is forbidden simply because
its perpetuation is a living insult to the
black children and immeasurably taints the
education they receive./15\

Sobeloff was not rejecting scientific evidence as
unsound or irrelevant to policy. He was-rejecting the
idea that any proof of education sutcome was relevant tp
a desegregation decision:

This is no mere is-sue of expert testimony. It',
is no mere question- of "sociology and
eduational theory." . . . [R]eadiness even to
entertain the idea reflects . . . a profound
misunderstanding of 'the social and
constitutional history of this nation'and the
Negro peoAle./16,\

In like 'manner ,I courts have rejectedr\research showing
"white flight" following desgregation/ as a basis 'for .

keeping a handful of schools majority white when legal
principles require a comprehensive desegregation
plan./17\

The courts have also rejected social science research' as
a guidep when it argued in favor of a certa,i9 type of
desegregation, if the legal arguments pointed another
directi'on. Specifically, in the Richmond, Virginia
-case, Bradley v. School Board, the district court
reviewed the evidence' on .achievement following
desegregation, including the Coleman report, 'and was

'convinced that a metropolitan wide desegr'eg'ation plan
was needed in order to help, the minority children
recover from the deleterious effect of prior legal
segregation in Richmond./18\ The ev.idence failed to.
establish any wron ful intent to segregate_ the
metropolitan area. 19 As the wrongful acts extended
only to the city of Richmond, the remedy could wctend
only that far, regardless of the expected education
benefit of extending it further.

Lines, p. 5 1 0
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The judges in these cases were making legal and moral.
decisions. It is extremely important to understand why
they separate ,the research from historical and legal
imperatiVes.' Indeed, following the latest resellarch-
findiings may provide a capricious guide taNpolicy. At,
one point', for example, the research suggest that it
would be most beneficial to desegregate younger
children./20\ Pursuing this logically, without
reference to moral standards,, would lead governments to
desegregate the early grades, but not thd'older
Lhildren. The arbitrariness of this should be obvious.

4

The research may suggest even more absurd results, from
a legal and moral point of view. Some reseaf-chers
believe they have detected a difference in male and
female responses to integratidn. Based on her own, and
a few other studies, Nancy St.' John, for example,
observed a tendency for black boys to benefit. more than
black girls in recently desegregatedschools./21\ If
this analysis is followed, amonAlWacks, boys, but not
girls,\would be assigned to scho7d with white pupils.
Since there is some evidence that white girls fare
better than white boys following desegregation, one
might also suggest placing them with black boys, while
maintaining separate schools for the black girks and
white boys. Those who argue that school shoul'd do only
what improves test scores would undpubt ly balk at thi?,
suggestion.

.Pursuing the research as a gbiding star leads into even
thicker morasses. The EEOS data show a'strong trend in
southern metropolitan areas toward higher test scores
for children in totally black schools; a similar, but
weaker relationship exists in the rural South; in the
North it is negligible./22\ If a rise in test scores
were the only justification for desegregation, the
metropolitan South shduld be exempted: black pupils
would be placed in 100 percent black schools. Professor
Armor, who examined a sample of black ninth graders,
'found upper ability males in the Northeast were more
14,e21, to plan for college if they attended Aesegregated
schools, and the reverse in the Midwest. /23\ This' would.
suggest desegregation for black upper a4Ality males in
the Northeast, but not for lower ability peers, or male
black studentd elsewhere in the country; Moreover, it
is likely that the -groups which benefit will change from

4 time to .time. Allowing the evidence of educational
benefit to guide desegregation policy leads inevitably
to capricious results. r

Fortunately, the Constitutional mandate requires a
remedy for intentional acts of segregation. Where

Lines, p.''6 11
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public officials denied equal protection to a class of
citiZens, redress must be made. This does not require
proof of education benefit.,

Thdre are valid uses for social science research,
h wever. Such evidence should be consulted in order to

ntify problems, and solutions to those problems. If
egregation can be proven to have a detrimental impact

on education outcomes for any population, then we must
undefstand.why, and offer special .programs and special
assistance to those populations. It has been properly
used to help courts fashion a remedy that includes
remedial components./24\ If desegregation can be prove
to have a beneficial effect on education outcomes fo_r
any population, then we must again try to understand
why, and work on enhancing this effect, and extending it
to other populationa., As such, social science becomes
valuable diagnostic tool. Its irrelevance to the
constitutional issues is clearrEut its educational
relevance cannot be ignored.

The Quality of the Data

Before cOlasultihg the research, it is 'also important to
note that desegregation studies are often flawed./25\
Metht6tlog.ical weakness abound. Most importantly,, very
few Of these, studies examine'classrooms. Most examiale
schools, and all too .often, an .integrated school
contains racially segregated. classrooms.

The research.usually defines educational 'attainment by
'abifity'or intelligence tests, a wavering and -uncertain
measure which vAries over time for an individual, and
for whole groups of children. Moreover, because it is
so unclear What it is society really wants schools to
do, there is no guarantee'that-tests measure the right
things. 'At berst test'scores'provide,a somewhat
reliable and objective measufe-of 'a child's acquisition
,of-Specific,-limited

But this is not the only defect in the technique". Same
of it, such as the'&10.eman Report is based on survey.
data. Yet, surveys do not "prove" causality. Moreover,
where ,several factors are bound together in a

statistical relationship, it is difficult to determine
which is related to which. A variety of interpretations
may also' be extracted from the same data. The close
associations of affluence, parental achievement, class
status, good helth, school quality, and higher, test
scores, for example, make it difficult, to assess, the

Lines, p. 7 12
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limPact any isolatedctor.

.,
- / ,, . ,Both surveys- and studies'of actual integration efforts

) are_ further. plagued by the absence of adequate
comparison, or control.:groups. Surveys' are alsofl extremely.sensiliv-s to the statistic.al procedures,.
follo,wvd, Thus., in ordef" to :.evaluate fully the

+ , concluSion 'made' in the rese.arch, it would be freessitry
to, re- examine data, procedureS,''stati,stical methods, and
even ar,ithmetics. The liSt of potential ;defects is long
'enough to' 6b,scUre the results and Make it, fo,olhardy. to
put much 'faith in any ' single Studx.or report'..
. 0

6. -1 , ,',, ' * . i ,
w AI t : is also difficultt6 compare one desegregation

, -, pr9gram with ,an,other,.;; The studies'of desegregation
rarely utilize the same staptgard for- defining it,--- ,---;"Peg reg atea," and "desegregard" schools. In one . s ud Y r' virift. e childien maY.,be considered desegregated if they

,sattegded sohOol witD 20 or 10. Black children'. in their
:-grade level of .200. 6,,r -30.0 students. In fat ,

Aeg,regation may be a9,tate,of.kind in heterogeneous
schools. e SoMe Schools "feel" integrated, even 'with,

Lf0t minority-. '$ Much gpends 'an the P elf,perception o
a60A r.minOrity OtRers may feel segregated,.4 at'
those .in the school .comp,aredItosnearby schools,.

,- in 'lly,' no- experiment,tia,s compared test scores of
t v'at ous racial .grpti0 sr_jeic;13 a d<JDOor, 'as' classroom

7-tacial and,,,socioeconorffi dom sition was systematically
varied, Analysis has hd to eeit instead,=on ,surveys' at

O

worst and long individual stU iesof,keseg.regation-
efforts. at best. 's These have led ,'to iTiconVistent,
conclusions;,or none

..' -..

P'4 Noleman Report . , .. ,
. 0 .

. 'With the actual emergence for the first. tiMe of
des.egr,egated school's in the sixties,soci4a1 Srientist

.., 4 ,'. chavesibeen able to Collect. data on student achievement
t al-16.114\re., procTucedta-mulititude of studies on, the subject-.

, A V..
One of ,t4e eprlie t an k0 most- comprehensive 'stud ies of
this,i-ssue was undertaAnb.y James Coleman. The Colemani

THE 'ItESEAliCH FINDINGS'
.4

. The Coj.eman. Report nd Other Surveys

4

based, upon. an -e4 amination 'data colledted 01

llEyi's 1965 EqualityS.of Educational Opportunity Survey;
leads some suppertk to thevupeer group learning theory:

7 s ....

:. ....r*
." , Ai ,

119tf- v ...
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It noted a small relatianship I.?etween
achievement test scores and the .percentlage nf "Whites tin
,the-rSdhool, and,"k stronger reltionship between test
scores ap sociogbonolic bac.kground.s. /26\ Coleman
concluded: -

.

The higher achiey.ement of all racAal axed
ethnic groups in schoolsfwith greater,
proportions of white students is largely,
perhaps related to effects associated
with the 'student body' s educational background
and aspirations, This means that the apparent
beneficial effect ,of/a student body with 'a

high. proportion .of,whAte students comes not
from racial. composition pet, se, but -.from the
better .educationalbWcground and higher

0,...

education asp4atis that are ,on the a7rage
found:among., white 'students ./2 7\o

%=1 avr* .

Chri er Jencks, using the same data as Coleman,
comp first, and sixth grades in choolS in the urban .

'wort which were 50 to 75 percenttwhite. 'Black fi st
grad S 'in -the5aschpolS scored .belOw th*6 national
aierage, for block children; black sixth graders scored
above". White. first graders scored below. their ,peers,
elsewhere, while white -sixth graders in the same school,
scored very', close to the' white national average. This e

. analysis mifst,b.e receivOd' with reservations; first
geade children might hale had different socioeconomic _

f characteristics than sixth grade children in the same
schools,.' the tests were different, and -the first' grade
test was not reliable: /28\ Nonetheless, the analysis

"offers tentative support. for,maintaining that ra 1

\,13alanda increases, both black and --white pupils' t st
-sc6res. It also undermines the "peer group, lear ig"
.-theory since white pupils experinced no decline. n

scores when -attend ing. at SchoolS 25 to '50 percen r black.
Sevefdl other surveys of more limited populati.o have
produced mixed results../29\

p
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Studies of Desegregation Programs

,

Studies of, actual desegregation reveal more confusingresults. Early revi'ews oxf the research by Meyer
Weinberg, Nancy St. John aid Robert O'Reilly report, onthe whole, statistically insignificant results./30\
Howeyer, most of these early sudies also report 'a fewsignificant differences in minority pupils' test scores.
in predominahtlyyhite and predominantly minority
schools, at some,grade levels on .some tests. /31\ More
often than not, the di "fferences show higher -scores rtr
minorities attending majority white- schools: White
p4pils' scores, are reported less frequently, and
significant ,findings are scarcer. However-, the evidence

s .to show any negative impact on these
chi dren./342\e A relatively recent review by Robert L.
O in-and Rita E. Mahard of.93 cietegregatdon studies
ound some improernent' for Blacks following

desegregation -- enough to - e"rase about half, the gap in
test scoassrbetweep Whites a'nd Blacks./33\ .

None of these reviews were as bareful in selecting
as studies for knolusion as was RoMd A. Krol .in his study

reported in 1970. Kral introddced new sophistication
into ,the analysis of desegregation data./34\ 'He sought
t6 analyze existing'ttudie's.byimeang of t.meta analysis,
OD a process, of analyzing existing' analysesi
identified 129 studies' that satisfied six relitively
rigid, criteria: h study had to ,t?e longitudinal rather
than a cross sectional survey made at a single point in
time; the study had to measure achie'vement in
quantitative terms; the study had to report the number
of students and the variation in scores .within the.
popu1.ation; studies of attitudes only were eetected; and
the study- had 'to' measure achievement , rather "Than I. Q.
as a measure of student 'achievlinent. This left him with
129 separate analyses reported. in 55 studies. Krol
found that in a slim majority of the analyses, the

daverage achievement score for the desegregated group
exceeded that of the segr4gated- group by as much as .16
standard daviations./3-5X. In only 10 cases did the
segregated -group score less than the dies gregated.
qrotp./36\ Krol concluded that there seem o be small
.positive gains followi-ng desegregation,, and' that "[o] ne
cafinot spy based on thii study that desegregation
produces- 'harmful ejfectS ."/37\

( 4

Ca

Armor and other members of a panel sponsored by the"
rational Institute of education halie also -applied' meta
analysis to 19 carefully selected studiet...The panel
develop4d even more rigid criteria than did Krol,
requiring, for etample, the existence of a segregated

[tines, p. 10
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control. group, in addition to pre-. and post' test
\ measurements (defining segregation' as 50% .Or more

Black) . Of 47 different tests at Varrousigrade.level,
they found 11 with significant differencis4; of these
One were positive and two'negaive./38 Only one

,,t

panelist was willing to view the math results favorably.
The panel was mixed in its interpretation of reading
effects ./3,9\

But the policy iMplications. Are' not as Armor suggests,
that '''[tyhere is little justific'iti for forcing,
parents. and children into expensiy time-consuming
croSs=town bus rides when there is no educational
advantage."/40\ The 'policy implica;ions are best drawn .

from history and law. Social, science research can help
achieve the legal requirement -- and make the
consequences Jess/less pleasant. The effects of ,legally
segregated schools must be reversed. Given the 'moral,
and. legal ,requirements , it becomes imperative to break -

the -research down more finely, to fihd clues for the
frequent'Jack of results, and identify better methods Of
achieving desegregation.

O
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JAYS TO ENHANtE AcHIEVtMENT IN A DESEGREATED SETTING

)

This brief review of the research svggestS either no
Change, or a'smaill. gain as a result of desegregation.
It may be more helpfultto identify the correlates of
suOcess, when found in a relatively rigorous stuay, A
few ,clues have appeared, 'and they May.s(uggest fruitful .

questions for future research eTorts.
40.#

41

..s s.

ti ,Classroom

In some studies, a closer analysis has revealed the
absence of real dksegregation, that ip, classroom
desegregation. 'The -widespread use of-ability grouping,
or tracking, 'in 'perhaps 75 to 90'percent of all
schools/41\ sometimes in studies ,ot
"d-esegregated" youngste whO were actually separated
from middle -'lass whites and isolated in 'their
classroom. After the two years of "desegregation "' in`

California , for example, someone noticed that
most minority students had been grouped togetheror
'placed with low 'achievers. -They con nued to perform i/
belo'w norms. The most 'able minority group children,
however, were placed in majority, white classes and
increased heir . test scores. /42\ . the study, in effect,.
reveals nothing abo'ut the effects of desegregation on

N
minority group pupils generally. ,

.Sometimes educators defetCsuch classroom assignments as
educationally necessary. Tracking is urged by those who
1pelieve at teacher are better able to gear their
present ions if the students' are relatfvel mogenous.t

But 'this practic often has the effec of if4PIPating poor
and S dents from majority, ealthier'students,'
both because of educationally disadvantaged backgrounds
and errors in classification. The implementation of. 6 0

tracking can seriously thwart desegregation plans.
io l'hus, the education justification for it should be
carefupy examined.

Trackingv. or ability grouping om a more -or -less
. systematic and permanent basis, has failed.to provide
.thy cpnclusive advantage to .any of the 'students
tracked./43\ Students of averate, and low achievement\
tend-to do less well when 'segregated by achievement
level./44N Students in lower traclxs also tend to
display loWer self-esteem, 'ana higher rates. of
misconduct, droppingout, and Aelinguency./45\ Lower
tracked students are less likely, to planto attend
college../46\ All in alLv tracking appears to be a

. Lines , 12
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pract'i4e with serious negative" implicationS for equal .

education oppO'rtunity, and no cOumtervailink3 educational
justkfication. In effect, tracking is. another form of
segregation.7exterlditig to cles Qoms 'a practic= that
once applied to building's.

Duration. of Segregation

l'

Desegregation mal&,also. be
'

too sheriliyed to be real., v. A
few days in an integratedschool are unlikely to .produce
a. lasting or measukable \eciucational plange, and even a

. .full school year may blinsufficiene. One study of, a
city-1,to-suburb busing program, -Hartford' s° Project

,

program.
!;

)

.

'Concern,/47\ noted a cumulative effect' after the r

, ,..
had been undfrway for.three yea'rs. Children who had .

:v
. been si.R the suburban syStem.all three years scorcd, .

consistently higher then chj.ldren who participated only
# one A two years. -NO statistical analys.i wagmade of

the data, .4owever. ':Coleman alSo reportel a sMaLl
.positive'relation between the numioker of. y rs minority

4---- students s spent in white 'schools and .1 rov ent in their
,achiev eht test scores.. /4'8\ This 're. atLan remained
when. °t e 'socioeconomic. statu.S. of .the ,school was. held
coffsta ,t. Similarly, accotdirgto surveys in Boston/49\
and Pittsburgh//50\ black ciii dren.A.n white. schools .for
two years scored higher. in arithmetic. An Indiana

. study /51'\ reported that black ,first. graders wexe at
1

toughly comparable levels in, segregated' and desegregated
,.

Schools,. but by the third grade, those in integrated
schools moved ahead. Theit advantage continued into the -,

sixth grade. Similarly, Aclimliparison of majority white .-

and majority,black schools in pan upstate New York
'town/52\ 'revelled no significant digferences in
achievementtest scores, but, a ddRulative. advantage.
appeared -for black students xperiencing'at least two .

. years, in majority schools. On:the othethafid,..Ctaine and
Mallard' s secondary anflyses of a., large number ;of -!"-

desegregation studies suggests that dluition. of
.

.

. .desegegation has no further impact on, test seOres.,/53\,
And'Krol's meta analysis found no difference in outcome :
becau'se of duratiqn .of the desegregated experience. / 4\
None of the studies selected by the current NIE panel
examined 'a period, greater' threA year's: Within this
serious limitation

41.
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r

, there was no e dehce Ofca
cutulative effect resulting from desegxeg,a'tfbn./55\
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Age of Child
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1.

Many studies suggest that integration it the early
grades maybe the'decisive, element in improving
acHie4ement scores or minority children. Crain and
liahard carefully re- examined 93' desegregation studies,
regrouping the data into 323 samples. Their results
lend considerable 'supports,for the view that children
benefit.most if desegregete.43 "during the very 'earliest

,primary school grades."/56\ St. John reaches a similar
conclusion./57.\ Krol,, on tt14le other hand found no
evidence, that sage made "a2difference./158\ The, NIE meta ;e,
analyses yielded mixed results for students desegregated

.-at .an early 'age./59\

6
But' jig individual studies, they' age factor persistent-ly/reappears. Studies in individual cities reveal some
differenCes.- A Nashville study. of 75 black children
enrolled.in desegregated schools found, for example,
that those who enterld the desegregated schools in ,the
early grades, qcored'higher on academic achievement

. 'tests than itleets-from,Ifte same neighborhoods, who
remained in sagregatelli schoblsd.. In the ,fifth and, sixth
grades,,howevtr, the segregated chilitien pe:rformed

,'bettersthan their black peers in the white Schools./CO\
A study of 87 low income blacks, in a suburban New York
'town reported that the .youngest, children shoWed the
gehatest test score improv'emetxt in achievement "after
trangferring to upper income whi'te--:schools./61\. In New
Rochelleronly ,kindergarten children-showed a
signifivant,g.ain when transferred from all-black to
white schools./62\ An Ann Arbor study also found that
transferred kindergarten pupils' afrniOrity-to-ma3ority)

'kshoWed the greatest u. Q gains, but becaoSe the small ...

number, the researcher wa nable,to conclude.th t the
gain was statistically icant2/63\ HaTtfo.rd
Project Conce'rn report store gains for
participating children grades K-3, the first grade'
children were above grad le but by the fouxth
grade, the difference be we the scores Of children in

-the suburb,an -schools and children remaining in..fiartford
schools (80%' black) had," become less noticeable. By the
fifth grade sckores were ev.en./64\ SaCrameNto-,
desegregated Children in grades 1-4 surpassed their
peers in reading and a/rithmetic scores. Still
segregated fifth graders, however., .tibeat" desegregated
children on the reading test; desegregated fifthgraders
came out ahead in arithmetic scerees, but the margin was,
slimmer than it was for the younger children./65\ In
Evanstbn, elementary school pupils apparen'tlymade small) gains following desegregation, while eighth grade pupils

:did not, although other factors may have Caused.
. 0.
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backsliding among older student4./66\ Less-data is
available Mr analyzing the ,effects of. desegregation on
whdtp scores, since many.of the desegregation prograrils
studied .placed only a fe'w black chilren 'ilq white
schools, leaving' its racial composition virtually
unchanged.

The apparent responsiveness of young minoritrchildren
in so many school districts lends some support to a
theory based on the effects ob. the stigma attached to a
predominantly black school. If racial for
exGample, produces a sense -of inferibrity; hildren
probably' acquire it early and find it difficult to

. shake. Disparate responses' of younger and older
children:-are inexplicable within the other theoretical
effects. 'Clearly, the age factor is one-that would be
,worthwhile`-to Study further.

y

Social and Pol,itica
7

Support
.4

. Very few of the studies ekamined the social and
olitical'context of the'desegregation° effort. The
willingness of theocoNmunity to..desegregate, and the use
of voluntary efforts may well enhance the ,pogitiv'e
impact of these efforts. /67\ .0ne' researcher believes
that widespread Communi,tyresistance'to busing, coupled
with a rapid desegregaeion .programi will -erode, the
'scores of students./68\ '1? N

Conclusions

Desegregation,. the classic tool fbr ser 'ving' the-

underserved, has considerable potential for achieving'
'this goal. Not only dctes it Correct historical and
legal wrongs, but ilf'done properly, it can have an
imporNnt educational impact.:, While the present state
of the research at best provides ollity clues to
significant features of a sound plan, it appears. at the
very least that desegregation plans should avoid
tracking and other devices that promote in-building
segregation.

Willis Hawley Outlines the following additional
recommendations for a sound desegregation plan: .

o Encourag substantial interaction amdng races both in
academic settings and in extracurricular activities.

. o If possiple, organize' so that schools and classrooms
have a "critical mass" of each racial group being



desegregated.
-

,

.

Minimize-theysdale of .the students' educational ,. I"'

experience and decrease the, number of students' with
.whom.a'-given teacher has contact (e.g., smaller
schools and classes) . /
Develop rules and procedures for governing schools
that are clear,7'sfait, and consistent and'aciminister

)them with persisteilce and equity (sees this as
normally valuable but special -when adapting to nW

ions deseg) .
.

MaineSin-a relatively stable 7udent body over time.
Recruit andretain a racially dierse staff of
teachers Who' are unprejudiced, supportive, and
insistent .oni-hiqhpeefoi-mance and racial equality.

o .:Recruit or retrain prihcipaLs and other
administrators who are supportive of desegregation
and ekert le4dershi.p td, that effect.

o Develop ongoing programs of ptaff development'.
o. Involve parents at the classrvoom level.in actual

,instructional and/or learning activities.'
.. ,

o Interest community and parents in the desegregation.
process,I69\

. k J
..,

These seem to be sensible 'recommendations, and in the
absence of any',,better guide, good sense' should prevail.

(7"
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